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Trust, Honor, Faith
The days are long and the nights are short, the effort to continue a journey has
sometimes been distracted by health, wealth, and mobility. As a Child I was afraid of
not being accepted by people, I was however comfortable with my elders. So I have
played many times alone as a child, and as life works when I retired at 52, and thought
the world was my apple. The incredible offer to buy my company for 5 times its sales
was a awesome experience. No matter what I asked for it seemed to be reasonable, so
I made sure that I had them withhold 100,000 shares of stock, and since they were a
very conservative company and the owner always said he was my brother... I thought
what a wonderful dream. I even named my yacht DREAMS do come true.
Struggling with running a software company that had to produce new Gold Masters
almost every week, the pressure was intense. 50 OEMʼs will make that happen. In fact
Microsoft told us that we were in EVERY account they had. Too bad many were not
legal copies...

skip S.

We had Intel as our only Investor, and the Intel Treasurer Arvind, was on my board of
Directors. So the communication path with Intel was direct.
Intel was great, but when the Treasurer brought in his assistant, things became less
cordial. We had a monster OEM Contract with Intel, one that had no paper. Keep going
were told, do what AT&T wantʼs. We will pay you. Well when the bill got over $1.3M
we were totally broke. I was on airplanes constantly going after checks...
The company ran on a CASH basis, no credit lines. Hand to mouth for 10 years.
Just like most folks today. I always seemed to have to fly over my birthday since it was
close to Christmas, to get enough money to make payroll. But I always came through.
When it became impossible to get Intel to pay attention to our outstanding invoices, I
had our CPA do an Audit of the Intel Project. We then Invoiced Intel. That made stuff
happen. But there was one guy at Intel telling my CFO that he couldnʼt wait to liquidate
the company and work on something else.
I went to DEC and IBM and got them to advance $500K in royalties, with a 50% recoup
so that we would not run out of money all over again.
I went to Berliner Cohen Attys. and we sued Intel. Alan Pinner and Joe Dvorak. I also
used them to sell DiagSoft to Sykes, so they have made a lot of income from me.
Intel immediately prior to court date met and resolved the issue, with my paying them
money for our stock back. I did get to have a enjoyable time(s) with John Dorchak (I
was a IBM S/360 swing shift computer operator for him at Electromec and ManPower) a
very old good friend that was a Exec Head Hunter for Andy and Gordon Moore. John

was kind of like deepthroat in DC. he interfaced I know for Sr Intel and me. I had a
meeting with Les Vedaz that was going to include Andy if we didnʼt resolve the issues.
Les was great at making me feel relaxed, this was like meeting someone very
important, I was uncomfortable but had to stand my ground, and we talked about all the
problems with Intel. I told him straight out our story with some docs, and we separated,
this is the reason that Intel and I had a great relationship, in leu of public knowledge.
In life one does not need to threaten or pressure a business relationship. One needs to
meet with the right guy.
I found out that not paying enough attention to my wife, was a issue, and she had her
family always around our house in Florida. But she started trying to coral the LaMoge
China market on eBay, by buying a really lot of stuff. Last report she could not use her
living room because of boxes.
And the gee its great to be the King went into the crapper.
In reflection of the many things that have happened in the past 10+ years I plummeted
to earth, flying too close to the sun. Everything melted.
The ability to keep from repo of the house and yacht happened because I met with
Raymond and James Private Client Banking and they structured the solution to make
the payments until everything sold and the close escrow. It took two years. I sold
everything not hailed down to keep it going. At the 1999 APBA OFFSHORE WORLDS
(3rd Unlimited Class) we were slower but we didnʼt break this time, I sold the Cat right
after the race, that same day at the races. It took a year and a half to sell the
Outerlimits and it was at Thunder Marine for Sale all that time. I got like $35K.
No choices in life because of zero dollars are frustrating and difficult for relationships.
My girl friend got me to drive over to Ft. Lauderdale to buy furniture to replace the empty
living and dinning rooms since the living room was 50ʼ across and it thundered when
you enter the house with no furniture. So the greatest story continued with, oh no, you
are not going to have them deliver all this we are going to rent a truck and drive back to
Marco, then we got to put it all together, I went to bed at 5AM, she worked all the next
day. Then we became the good customer of the Plants sold in the area, and with about
$2K of plants, the house sold. To the original owner, at a loss of over $2M. I had three
days to move. Incredibly DREAMS finally sold after I had tried in vain to lower her price
years earlier for a loss of over $1.5M. This happened during the period of Dot Com
Crash, 911, and my Divorce that took over two three years... Everything I owned
devalued to the bottom of the ocean.
I took $6K of the money I had, after escrow, and rented a furnished condo in Marco for
$500 mo. and paid for the year, I had no place to go,
Quite a transition.

As I look back at this incredible experience, I realized that GOD played a part in bringing
the humility, now instead of this rich powerful guy I was sleeping on friends Lazyboys.
Plus in 1997 I died in the ambulance on the way to Sarasota General Hospital, they
revived me, but I remember clearly them talking but things were bright grey. I was
fading I could tell and all of a sudden My Dad says Gordon Get UP. his voice. 5 hours
later I was back on DREAMS. I have realized that I need to help others and that is what
I have done since imploding in Marco Island.
This was a frustrating time since I owned stock in a Home Theater Retail store group in
Dallas, and was on their Board of Directors for 10 years. Excellent experience with a
guy named David Kollat on the Board the only other outside Board Member, after
Nathan died. Mr Kollat is one of the most respected Retail Experts in the World. He is
was a Prof of Marketing at Ohio State when he was added to the Board of the Limited
and Victoria Secrets, and dozens more. He earns an excellent income as a Board
Member. So I learned a lot about Retail Stores, Nathan Morton was our Chairman and
my close friend from the days at DiagSoft, my software company, I owned 100% of
DiagSoft, Inc.
Nathan, was the Chairman and CEO of CompUSA, Computer City, Tandy, jobs he was
known as the Superstore guy. Home Depot, etc.
I tried at every Board Meeting to get them to sell some or all of my stock for 10 years.
They made me a loan instead and then tried to take all of my stock as repayment. So I
went to my friends at Berliner. We settled. At a per share price below my purchase
price. I had already done a Kraft Family Trust and Living Will.
Now I am in California, been working on my Kraft Family Tree since last Sept. It is mind
boggling. But is it the truth? Yes for sure to around 1400. I have been doing this effort
to try to recover via potential ?
I am old retired and broke, but when I get well, I am going to do it all over again with
some reduction of stuff, well I said that 10 years ago... Now with a quad bypass, and
some questionable procedures for blocked arteries when there was no blockage? And
my Blood Pressure went up...
Now I have a new consideration.
But then I am still here for a reason. My kids need help. Both of my sons were in Iraq,
and Debs asked me to come with the experiences in Tampa, I came here to Auburn.
Now I hear some say delusional? naw, I know what is happening and the probability of
why. And I always tell the truth, I am a Sagittarius born 12-21-1943 at 9:55PM in
Sandusky Ohio.

So if I were to add up the things that have
happened recently I could argue, the Kraft
Family Tree Blood Line matches the Holy
Bible Holy Grail book even though I
havenʼt finished reading it.
I was born on the CUSP.
I have helped innumerable people all of my
lifetime and have many friends across the
world.
I am still here.
there is a reason.
God.

I wrote the the Mayans and Nostradamus did not possibly predict the exponential
increase in Manʼs Intelligence. They could not envision how far we have come.
And the Mayan Chief did not have a supercharged Corvette to blown town in.
The Mayans needed a alternate Angle of View like in 3D Animation projects, so that
their only means which was Line of Sight needed to be able to see and track the stars.
A movie came out on the Discovery Channel called the Apocalypse Island, and I
realized that they needed a Angel of View, I donʼt know about the story line however.
The Alignment of the Planets on the Date of the Winter Solstice is the issue.
I have been using Google Earth a lot this past several months, it could be the Human
Interface for Android...
I also wrote that the Volcanos are the pressure relief valves of the Earth.
Google Earth could be a Negative as a result of the numerous earthquakes these recent
months.

did some work for Morgan Lewis, it
appears I was right.

I had a experience of unusual events while in Tampa, I wrote much about the Mayans
and my birthdate, and last night they seemed to be curious and I do not feel well...
Whatʼs a fruit salad?
So I have no choice but to stand my ground, otherwise my patent is no good.
I write this stuff for my attempt to understand the events.
And to pass on to my kids.
my God Bless us all

